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The hexagonal cell parametera of the system sodium dodecyl sulfate and water in theHa phase as a
function of volume concentrationcn presents the functional behavior expected for rigid and finite objects:
a}c n

21/3. The micellar particle length is, however, unknown since its derivation depends intrinsically on the
particle radiusR considered. A constant radius is found for the wholeHa domain, and the electron density
maps obtained from the x-ray diffracted intensities are analyzed and allow determination of micellar radius
~effective radiusReff518.460.1 Å, paraffin radiusRpar516.760.1 Å, and total radiusRtot520.561.0 Å!.
From these values the resulting micellar size is between 170 and 640 Å, with a value of 260 Å forRtot520.5
Å. @S1063-651X~96!06411-2#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Eb, 83.70.Jr

I. INTRODUCTION

The structure of the lyotropic hexagonalHa phase~a
means the disordered paraffin chain! has been assumed since
the initial works to consist of ‘‘infinite’’ cylindrical micelles,
with a two-dimensional hexagonal positional order in the
plane perpendicular to the cylinder axes@1,2#. A functional
behaviora}n p

21/2 ~a, hexagonal unit cell parameter;np ,
particle volume fraction! is expected for ‘‘infinite’’ or flex-
ible objects when the packing is essentially end to end and
compression only occurs in the lateral directions asnp in-
creases@3#. Such behavior has been observed, for instance, in
anH phase following a cholesteric phase (N* ) @4#. A study
of a sodium dodecyl sulfate~SLS!–water system@5# at
70 °C, which presents an isotropic (I )-Ha transition, shows,
however, a functional behaviora}n p

21/3, typical of com-
pression in all three dimensions, leading to the idea that finite
hard rods@6# are present in theHa domain.

Recent statistical mechanics theories for systems with
self-assembly have been able to predict the occurrence of a
direct I2Ha transition and the conditions for appearance of
an intermediate nematic (N) phase both in polydisperse
finite-rigid rods@7# and ‘‘infinite’’-flexible @3# polymers. The
polydispersity of the rod lengths is a necessary condition for
suppression of a smectic phase betweenI andHa phases@8#.
Such polydispersity could be responsible for the lack of de-
tectable out-of-plane scattering in theH phase, which was
one of the hindrances to accepting the hypothesis of finite
rods in theH domain. The self-assembly properties imply
the possibility of growth of the rods in all the phases. It has
also been recently shown thata}n p

2x with x,1/3 could
characterize micellar growth with concentration in the hex-
agonal domain@9,10#.

What now starts to become clear from the experimental
work in H phases@4,5,9–12# is that the exponentx may
provide evidence forH phases with different structural char-
acteristics that are correlated with the specific neighboring
phases and phase transitions. Some experimental results, like

the observation of very short rods in the hexagonal phases of
guanosine derivatives and analogs@11# or the visualization in
lipid hexagonal phases of very long rods by electron micros-
copy, should be taken in relation to the particular investi-
gated system, and should not be generalized as characteristic
of all H phases. Furthermore, the basic properties of growth
and flexibility should not be necessarily associated with rigid
rods @7# and polymers@3#, respectively. Rigidity-flexibility
of the rods could also define13 and

1
2 behavior even in non-

polymeric systems.
In this paper a more detailed analysis of the results in the

Ha phase of the SLS-water system is presented.
The isotropicI phases of the SLS-water system at 25 °C

were studied by x-ray scattering from low concentrations
@13,14# up to concentrated solutions close toI -Ha phase
transition @12,15,16#. The detailed small angle x-ray data
analysis focusing on micellar growth in the vicinity of the
isotropicI to liquid crystalline phase transition demonstrated
that micelles are small and they grow little in theI phase
~anisometry around 2.4–3 nearI→Ha! @15,16#.

The micellar particle lengthL is unknown in theHa
phase and its determination from x-ray results in the hexago-
nal phase depends intrinsically on the particle radiusR con-
sidered@5#. In the previous work@5# the imprecision of theR
value precluded the inference ofL from the measured values
of the cell parameter. This paper discusses in more detail the
R values for the SLS-water system, taking into account the
electron density maps obtained from the analysis of the x-ray
diffracted intensities.

II. EXPERIMENT

Commercial Sigma SLS~99% purity! and bidistilled wa-
ter were mixed in different amounts~SLS ranging from 37.8
up to 62 wt %! and investigated by using an x-ray generator
equipped with a Guinier-type focusing camera with a bent
quartz monochromator. The samples were mounted in
vacuum-tight cells with thin mica windows; the cells were
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continuously rotated during the exposure in order to reduce
spottiness. Measurements were taken at 70 °C@5#. The films
were microdensitometered and the intensities measured as
reported in Ref.@17# ~s52 sinu/l; 2u is the scattering angle;
l is the CuKa x-ray wavelength!.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD

A. X-ray diagrams

Four reflections with a typical spacing ratio
1:A3:A4:A7 were usually present, compatible with a two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice ofp6m symmetry. The unit
cell parametera is given by

a5
2

A3
Ah21k21hk

s~hk!
,

whereh and k are the Miller indices of the reflections and
s(hk) is the peak position in the reciprocal space~Å21!. No
scattering in the direction perpendicular to the hexagonal
plane was observed: under the hypothesis that finite rods are
present in the hexagonal phase, this fact shall be ascribed to
polydispersity of cylinder length which is a necessary condi-
tion for the occurrence of a direct isotropic-hexagonal phase
transition@7,8#.

B. Hexagonal phase model

By assuming that finite cylinders with radiusR and aver-
age lengthL are packed as a fluid in the third dimension
~normal to the hexagonal plane! with an average distanceC
between particle centers, the following equation can be writ-
ten @5–9#:

pR2~L/C!5A3a2np/2, ~1!

wherenp is the particle volume fraction.
In the case of micelles, care must be taken in the defini-

tion of the ‘‘particle.’’ Assuming that practically all mono-
mers are incorporated in the micellar aggregate, it is possible
to considernp5cn ~amphiphile volume concentration!. In
such a case the valuesR and L in Eq. ~1! should refer to
‘‘effective’’ values Reff andLeff that represent the ‘‘particle
without water.’’ Alternatively,np5cnpar ~volume concentra-
tion of the paraffin moiety! and values in Eq.~1! areRpar and
Lpar. For a cylinder it is possible to writeLpar5Leff . As a
consequence, there is a necessary relation between these mi-
cellar radii:

Reff /Rpar5Acn /cnpar. ~2!

For long-flexible rods, the relationL/C51 leads to the
a}n p

21/2 behavior. For finite-rigid rods the assumption of
uniform decrease in interparticle distances in all three dimen-
sions is equivalent to the relation@5,9#

L/C52R/a. ~3!

It shall be stressed that this relation refers to the ‘‘total
particle,’’ which may contain bound water. Therefore in Eq.
~3! the values areRtot andL tot . For a cylinder it is possible to
assumeL tot5Leff5Lpar, leading to

a52R~2A3/p!21/3np
21/3 ~4!

corresponding to thea}n p
21/3 behavior.

Considering the pairs~Rpar,cnpar! or ~Reff ,cn! Eq. ~4! is
replaced by

Reff
2 Rtot5

A3
4p

a3cn . ~5!

In the case of finite micelles it may be important to con-
sider a more realistic model of spherocylinders, withL5l
12R and anisometrym5l /2R. Modifying Eq. ~1! accord-
ingly leads to

pR2l 1
4

3
pR35

A3
2

Ca2np . ~6!

Equation~3! is kept for the case of spherocylinders, since
it expresses a condition related to the center of mass of the
oriented particles, leading to@5,9#

a52RF p

2A3
m12/3

m11 G 1/3np
21/3. ~7!

Developing the equations it results that, in Eq.~7!, in the
numerator one should have~Reff ,meff ,cn! or ~Rpar,mpar,cnpar!,
with mtot in the denominator. The conditions for existence of
a solution in such cases for Eq.~7! are

Reff
2 Rtot>

A3
4p

a3cn, ~Reff!
3<S 32D A3

4p
a3cn ~8!

corresponding, respectively, toL values decreasing from̀
to 2R ~spherical micelles!.

In the case of spherocylinders the use of Eq.~7! for the
pairs ~Reff ,cn! and ~Rpar,cnpar! leads to the relation

S Reff

Rpar
D 35 cn

cnpar

mpar12/3

meff12/3
. ~9!

It should be stressed that the information regarding the
micellar length is lost for cylinders in Eq.~4! but it is recov-
ered for spherocylinders in Eq.~7!. This occurs because the
difference in volume between a cylinder and a spherocylin-
der of lengthL is filled with water, so that the total amount
of water in the direction perpendicular to the hexagonal
plane now depends on the number of spherocylinders, and
not only on the ratioL/C.

From the observed curvea}n p
21/3 one could get in prin-

ciple theR value from Eq.~4! for cylinders or very long
spherocylinders, or them value from Eq.~7! if R is known.
In practice them value is critically dependent on theR value
adopted, which precludes inference ofm from the measured
hexagonal lattice parameter whenR is not known with pre-
cision @5#.

In cases wherea}n p
2x, with x,1/3, Eq.~7! gives a law

for the growth of the spherocylinders with concentration@9#,
if R is known.
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C. Electron density maps

In order to obtain more structural information about the
hexagonal plane, particularly in the case of micelles whereR
is not known with precision, the analysis of the x-ray data
may be extended to the intensity of reflections.

X-ray diffraction patterns give a set of integral intensities
from which the moduli of the structure factors can be calcu-
lated as

uF~h,k!u5@ I ~h,k!/m~h,k!#1/2, ~10!

whereI (h,k) is the intensity observed for the reflection with
h,k indices andm(h,k) is its multiplicity. As the structure is
center symmetric, each amplitude has a phase anglef equal
to 0 or p, i.e., each amplitude can be positive or negative.
Then the phase problem is reduced to the sign problem. In
lipid crystallography this problem can be solved by perform-
ing swelling experiments: the unit cell dependence on the
water concentration allows one to sample the continuous
structure function. Then, the signs of each structure factor
may be deduced observing the behavior close to the zeros of
intensities@18#. As usual@19# the intensities of all reflections
observed in any experiment of the swelling series are re-
duced toI (h,k)/(h,kI (h,k) and then normalized so that

(
h,k

I ~h,k!5s/smin , ~11!

wheres andsmin are the unit cell surfaces of each sample
and of the smallest cell dimension in the series.

After the F(h,k) signs are chosen, the electron density
distribution is computed by Fourier transform, by using
F(h,k) values obtained from the experimental intensities
@Eq. ~10!#. According to Ref. @20# the normalization
(h,kI (h,k)51 was used, a procedure which leads to dimen-
sionless expressions for both structure factors and is called
the ‘‘electron density map,’’ in short ‘‘map,’’ wherêr& is
the average value ofr(x,y) over the surface of the unit cell,

Dr5@r2^r&#/@r22^r2&#1/2.

There is here a point to be discussed, since in the case of
finite rods the procedure gives in fact a two-dimensional
~2D! projection in the hexagonal plane of a 3D electron den-
sity map. The only difference between the projection and the
section is that the average level^r& of the projection corre-
sponds to a weighed average between the^r& of the section
and ther0 of water, weighed according toL and (C-L). In
fact, if the valueŝr& andr0 were sufficiently different, this
could be an independent method to determine the cylinder
lengthL. However, the fact that̂r& andr0 are very close to
each other makes impossible the determination ofL from the
normalization procedure. But it is clear that it is possible to
analyze the structure of the projection, as long as one is
careful to note that thêr& value has no absolute meaning.

Some electron density maps will be shown in this paper:
they are represented using equally spaced density levels.
Negative levels ~which correspond to the low-electron-
density regions in relation tôr& considered as arbitrary zero
level in the 2D projection! are reported as dashed lines and
include the paraffinic moiety~rpar!. The zero level is drawn

by a full line as well as the high-electron-density levels.
These levels include the polar region~head groups and hy-
dration water! rpol .

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thea values measured as a function of SLS concentration
in the Ha phase at 70 °C are given in Table I. The corre-
sponding figure has already been published@5#. The experi-
mental data are well fitted by the curve

a535.93~cn!21/3 ~12!

consideringcn51.22cnpar, wherecvpar is the volume concen-
tration of the paraffin moiety andcn refers to the whole
amphiphile molecule~including counterions but excluding
all water!.

The experimental result of Eq.~12! shows that SLS mi-
celles behave as ‘‘finite-rigid’’ particles regarding water dis-
tribution in the three dimensions. It should be noted that an
exponent smaller than 1/3 should be associated with micellar
growth @9#, while an exponent larger than 1/3 should be as-
sociated with flexibility@3#; hence it is possible that the ex-
ponent 1/3 might correlate with a very particular combina-
tion of growth with flexibility, giving as a result a finite-rigid
behavior, with a constant ‘‘effective length.’’

Equation~12! together with~7! imply defined conditions
for the micellar radius and anisometry:

ReffS meff12/3

m tot11 D 1/3518.6 Å, ~13!

with Reff<21.3 Å andReff
2 Rtot>~18.6!3 Å.

To give a better idea of the precision of the assumption
made in Eq.~3!, the values obtained from Eq.~7! and the
original data of Table I are given in Fig. 1. The fact that
Reff@~meff12/3!/~mtot11!#1/3 remains constant in the wholeH
domain assures the validity of Eq.~3! and therefore the
a}c n

21/3 behavior.
A delicate point in the interpretation of the results refers

to the various micellar radii~Rpar, Reff , andRtot!. The actual

TABLE I. SLS concentration~in wt %!, the corresponding vol-
ume fractioncn ~calculated by using 0.92 and 1.034 g/cm3 for SLS
and water specific volumes, respectively, at 70 °C!, and correspond-
ing unit hexagonal cell parametera.

c ~wt %! cn a ~61.0 Å!

37.8 0.351 51.0
38.0 0.353 50.9
40.0 0.372 49.6
41.0 0.382 49.0
45.0 0.421 48.4
48.0 0.451 46.6
52.0 0.491 45.6
55.0 0.521 44.6
57.0 0.541 44.3
58.0 0.551 43.8
62.0 0.592 43.3
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amount of water bound to the micelle is unknown and the
polar head region~;4.6 Å thick @21#! must contain some
bound water.

The electron density maps obtained from diffracted inten-
sities will be analyzed in order to determine the actual value
of the micellar radii.

The experimental values of the moduli of the structure
factors@Eq. ~10!# from the swelling experiments are plotted
in Fig. 2. A cylindrical structure function that assumes a
two-step radial electron density distribution in relation to the
solvent ~an inner paraffinic region withrpar and an outer
shell with rpol! presents some zeros of intensities whose po-
sitions depend intrinsically on paraffinic radiusRpar and elec-
tron density contrast@15,22,23#. An example of the cross-
section cylindrical structure factor for the SLS system was
given in a previous paper@15#. From that curve a first zero
for s,0.015 Å21 and the second one between 0.04 and 0.05
Å21 are observed. A new zero of intensity appears for
s50.07 Å21. Based on such a model it is possible to con-
clude thatF(1,0) andF(1,1) reflections in Fig. 2 have the
same sign, whileF(2,1) has the opposite sign. The main
problem remains over the choice of the sign of theF(2,0)

reflection, since it is located in the region of an inversion
point. It seems, from Fig. 2, that even if the graph does not
represent the continuous structure factor, it appears to indi-
cate that the functions drops to zero nears50.05 Å21.

Under such assumption, the sign combination2221 for
the four observed reflections seems to be valid for samples
with concentrationc,48 wt %, while thef-set combination
2211 is valid for c.48%. Alternatively, the sign combi-
nation 2221 for the whole investigated concentration
range would be possible, if the zero is located around
s50.055 Å21.

Some of the corresponding electron density maps related
to the chosen sign combinations are reported in Figs. 3 and 4
and are described below. In both figures, in the left side, the
density levels have an increment of 40, while in the right
side, only outer regions are represented in more detail, with
density levels spaced with an increment of 20; some levels
are quoted just to clear the figures, in order to emphasize the
increasing-decreasing electron density level sequence.

Figures 3~a!–3~c! show some electron density maps cal-
culated by using the2221 sign combination. It is evident
that the maps show a similar aspect at all the studied con-
centrations: circular cylinder cross section in the hexagonal
plane, with a negative~with respect to the average electron
density valuê r&! inner region, clearly associated with the

FIG. 1. Reff@~meff12/3!/~mtot11!#1/3 as a function of amphiphile
volume concentrationcn , obtained from Eq.~7! and Table I. A
constant value 18.660.1 Å is found for the wholeHa domain.

FIG. 2. Results of swelling experiments:uF(h,k)u @Eq. ~10!# as
a function of x-ray diffraction positions@s~Å21!#. F(2,1) is absent
for c548 and 62 wt %, whileF(2,0) is not considered forc548
wt % of SLS.

FIG. 3. Electron density distribution of the hexagonal phases of
the SLS-water system at 70 °C withf set~2221! for all concen-
trations. The electron density scale is arbitrary. The intensity data
have been normalized so that(h,kI (h,k)51. ^r& level corresponds
to an arbitrary zero level. The minimum and maximum of electron
density for~a! 37.8 wt % arermin52294, rmax583; ~b! 45 wt %,
rmin52270,rmax584; and~c! 58 wt %,rmin52265,rmax593, re-
spectively. On the right side the density lines are equally spaced
with an increment of 40, while on the left side the increment is 20.
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low-electron-density paraffinic medium, and an outer region
with positive levels~with respect to thêr&! which could be
associated to the more dense polar moiety. In particular, the
inner region is characterized by a smooth variation of elec-
tron density until about 5 Å, which can give evidence of
localization of CH3 groups~rpar50.167e/Å3! in the micellar
center. A rapid change of the electron density values after
that is therefore observed until thêr& level with radius
around 14 Å is reached. The inner electron density distribu-
tion in isotropic diluted systems presented the same profile
@14#.

An increasing of the electron density values from the^r&
level keeping a continuous contour is observed, until the dis-
tanceR of 18.4 Å from micellar center is reached. This in-
crease of the electron density value can be easily associated
with the presence of the head groups. Furthermore, the maxi-
mum value of electron density is located at about 19.0 Å
from the micellar center, as indicated by small islands at
level 80 in the maps~a! and ~b! for concentrations up to 45
wt %. In the maps reported in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, the density
minima ~level 20, right side! in the polar region could be
associated with the water molecules which fill the regions far
away from the cylinder surface. The maps corresponding to
the higher concentrations@Fig. 3~c! shows one example# do
not show such decreasing of electron density value, indicat-
ing that the sign combination is incorrect.

Figure 4 shows the electron density map obtained from
the 58 wt % of SLS sample by using the2211 sign com-
bination. For such choice of signs, the minimum of electron
density in the inner region is not so deep as for the one
obtained previously, although the map still presents a smooth
variation of rpar until around 5.5 Å and a faster variation
until a radius of 14.5 Å is reached. The higher-density levels
are closed around the paraffinic moiety until the same previ-
ous valueR518.4 Å is found. The main difference between
this electron density map and the one presented in Fig. 3~c!
is the distribution of the maxima of electron density, which
are located in the mean distance between the cylinders along
the parallelogram axis~around 21–22 Å from the center of
the micelle!. It means that the distance related to the highest
levels is about 13% larger than that found for the previous
sign combination chosen: considering the experimental low
resolution, this fact should depend on the closeness of the
cylinders. Moreover, a decreasing of electron density values
in the regions far away from the cylinder surface is by con-
trast observed. With reference to the electron density distri-
butions reported in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, this map could be
considered satisfactory.

As a result, it is possible to conclude that in all the maps
analyzed the electron density values increase from the^r&

level keeping a continuous contour until a constant distance
of 18.4 Å from the micellar center is reached. The maxima of
the electron density occur already in a discontinuous way,
typically at distances of 19 Å.

A consistent interpretation of the structure is obtained by
estimatingReff from the electron density maps using as a
criterion the largest distance of continuous contour. This
leads toReff518.4 Å andRpar516.7 Å ~which is precisely
the length of the extended chain!, with precision60.1 Å.
Interpreting the maximum electron density as associated with
the position of the sulfur atoms and taking into account the
size of the SO4 group leads toRtot520.561.0 Å. Note that
the condition of Eq.~13! implies Rtot>19.0 Å for the as-
sumedReff value.

The fully extended chain represents a maximum value for
Rpar. As discussed previously@5#, there are reasons to prefer
this value to shorter ones in the case of spheres and cylin-
ders, as the geometrical packing constraints are relaxed only
in the case of lamellar structures, and the disordered bilayer
shrinks considerably. However, small contractions, espe-
cially at high temperatures, cannot be excluded, so thisRpar
represents an upper limit.

It is well known that the sulfate groups remain linked to
the micelle surface together with hydration water and a frac-
tion of counterions. In our case, a layer of thickness 4.6 Å
@21# aroundReff is enough to accommodate all SO4

2 groups
plus four water molecules per head in the cylindrical part of
the micelle. In the spherical end caps the amount of water is
larger, possibly doubled. The fraction of counterions within
the polar shell is not an important parameter inrpol because
the Na1 counterion is not sensitive enough to x ray and its
electron density can be easily masked by water replacement.
The obtainedrpol values around 0.45–0.50e/A

3 are in agree-
ment with those used by modeling@15,16#.

From the obtainedR values, Eq.~13! gives 170 and 640 Å
as lower and upper limits forL, as function essentially of the
imprecision in Rtot . A value L5260 Å corresponds to
Rtot520.5 Å, which shows how critical is theL value ob-
tained as a function of theRtot value adopted. As a function
of such criticality, a more defined determination ofL from
the diffraction data could be done ifRtot is known with better
precision from other techniques.

It is to be noted that smaller values forRpar and/or smaller
polar head thickness would lead to even larger micellar sizes.
In the case of SLS the 1/3 behavior, which defines water
separation in the three dimensions, may be due more to the
rigidity of the micelles than to their small sizes. The actual
micellar size should be checked by other experimental tech-
niques. Previous NMR results on this system@24# implied
long micelles and are in agreement with the upper limit of
the present interpretation of data that also takes into account
crystallographic arguments related toHa phases@25#.

It may be concluded that micellar growth in the SLS-
water system occurs at theI -H transition, a behavior ex-
pected in statistical mechanical models@7# for small sizes in
the isotropic phase.

The present analysis suggests a comment about the previ-
ously investigated systems@10#. In particular, it should be
stressed thatH phases with different structural properties

FIG. 4. f set ~2211!: 58 wt %,rmin52233,rmax5103.
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could exist. In those systems in which the relationship
L/C51 does not occur and Eq.~3! is not verified, the
analysis of thea vs cn behavior should take into account
flexibility-rigidity of the micelles as well as their size and
capacity to grow. In the case of flexible-finite rods, the
analysis is particularly delicate, as theories have not been
derived yet. Another aspect concerns the micellar radius: the
formalism now developed allows a more detailed analysis of
the results in terms of micellar size. The strong dependence
of the particle length on the particle radius considered
is relaxed through the variable amount of bound water
definingRtot .

It is worthwhile to point out that these results evidencing
finite rods in theH phase have as analog the growing evi-
dence shaking also the picture of infinite lamellae in the
lamellarL phase. Besides growing experimental evidence for
disruptions-pores in the membranes@26,27#, the theoretical
models for self-association indicate the possibility of finite
planar aggregates@7# and also rim curved defects@28,29#.
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